OPTIMIZING THROUGHPUT OF A MULTI-ROOM PROTON THERAPY TREATMENT CENTER VIA SIMULATION
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ABSTRACT

More than half of all cancer patients in the United States receive radiation therapy during the course of their treatment. The main goal of radiation therapy is to optimize the trade-off between delivering a high and conformal dose to the target and limiting the doses to critical structures. The rationale for using proton beams instead of photon beams is the feasibility of delivering higher doses to the tumor while maintaining the total dose to critical structures or maintaining the target dose while reducing the total dose to critical structures. Despite its promise as a treatment, adoption of proton therapy (PT) is limited by the high cost of building the required facilities. New facilities should be built with layouts that are designed to treat more patients to recoup the initial investment. We examine several facility layouts and scheduling plans to minimize idle equipment and maximize total patient throughput.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Maryland Proton Treatment Center involves an investment of more than $200 million to build a proton therapy treatment center that includes imaging equipment, offices, and accommodations for patients (Roylance 2010). This large initial investment is what makes proton therapy so expensive for patients. Due to the large initial investment, only 10 proton therapy treatment centers are operating in the United States currently (there are more than 10,000 linear accelerators used for x-ray intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) worldwide) with eight more in development (National Association for Proton Therapy 2013). A cyclotron is needed to accelerate protons to the speed required for treatment. It is a much larger piece of equipment than the linear accelerators used for photons in x-ray IMRT. Typically, a new facility is built to house the equipment needed for PT, whereas linear accelerators can be installed in existing hospitals. When building an entirely new facility, there are few limitations that are imposed on placing the equipment. A wide array of layouts and configurations of the equipment can be considered. Our goal is to optimize the layout for patient throughput, while maintaining reasonable patient wait times. First, we need to determine how many gantry and imaging rooms are needed to ensure the cyclotron is
used at full capacity. Second, we need to determine if the imaging rooms are fully connected to the gantry rooms or are there dedicated imaging rooms. Third, given a layout that can utilize the cyclotron at or near capacity, we need to determine whether or not the patient arrival rate affects patient wait time and machine idle time. Finally, we need to examine the effect of patient tardiness and absenteeism on patient wait time and machine idle time.

Patients undergoing proton therapy typically receive treatment five days a week for four to five weeks. Daily treatments take less than an hour and do not typically require anesthesia or other drugs that might affect a patient’s daily routine. Some patients will come from out of town for treatment and will have an extended stay. The small number of side effects allows for local patients to continue working while receiving treatment. Tardiness of outpatients has been observed in other settings (Alexopoulos et al. 2008) and is likely to occur among local patients.

In Figure 1, we show the flow of patients through the treatment center. Patients enter the center and proceed to a waiting room where they wait for an available imaging room to begin treatment. Each daily treatment begins with a detailed imaging process to ensure the radiation is delivered to the precise treatment location. The biggest advantage of PT over IMRT is its ability to deliver a precise, highly concentrated dose of radiation. When accurately delivered, this results in less damage to the surrounding tissue and fewer side effects (Lundkvist et al. 2005). Accurate delivery is important because the higher radiation levels delivered by PT will easily destroy healthy tissue if accidentally irradiated (Schulz-Ertner and Tsujii 2007). Errors in imaging and patient immobilization have been cited as the cause of adverse reactions in the treatment of prostate cancer (Wroe, Rosenfeld, and Schulte 2007). In remote positioning, the patient is positioned in the imaging room and moves between rooms immobilized on a transporter. Upon entering the imaging room, the patient rests on the transporter and is immobilized and prepared for imaging. A computer tomography (CT) scanner is used to identify the planned treatment volume. Marks are made on the patient’s skin that will later help align the proton beam. The transporter with the patient is undocked from the CT scanner and moved to the gantry room. The transporter is docked with the gantry arm and aligned in preparation for treatment. The patient receives radiation from one, two, or three different beam angles. For each beam angle, the radiation is delivered over the cross section of the planned treatment volume from that angle and divided into pixels. Each pixel receives a different dose of radiation. After the patient has been treated, technicians dismount the patient from the transporter and return the transporter to the imaging room. The patient is discharged.

Figure 1: Patient flow through a PT treatment center. Patients may have to wait between rooms.

There is very little published research on the scheduling and operations of PT treatment centers. The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland was the first to use remote patient positioning for proton therapy. The process used by PSI is described in the paper by Bolsi et al. (2008). The authors showed that
remote positioning provided fast patient transport and maintained high accuracy in the delivery of radiation. The benefits of remote patient positioning when compared to traditional in-room positioning in PT treatment centers was examined in a follow-up paper based on simulations using data gathered from PSI (Fava et al. 2012). The authors ran simulations to compare patient throughput of remote and in-room positioning with a variety of transport speeds, imaging times, and beam delivery times. The authors imposed a strict three-minute waiting time limit for patients, so that a limited range of gantry and imaging room configurations were considered.

In this paper, we compare the performance of dedicating an imaging room to each gantry room to fully connecting imaging rooms to gantry rooms. We examine the relationship of patient inter-arrival rate (total daily throughput) to patient wait time and machine idle time.

2 SIMULATION MODEL

We built our model using NetLogo 5.0.3, a specialized agent-based simulation language (Wilensky 1999). We chose NetLogo because it has all the capabilities that we require for this project and it is available to the public at no charge. In addition, using an agent-based modeling language, such as NetLogo, will allow the simulation to be extended to include more complex patient, facility, and personnel interactions in future versions of our model. Currently only patient and facility (i.e., the cyclotron) agents are implemented. Our model is run in discrete time with each tick representing five seconds. The treatment times that are used in our model come from an analysis of a PT treatment center using remote positioning due to Fava et al. (2012). The treatment steps and times are shown in Table 1. Treatment times for each step are drawn from a symmetric triangular distribution and are rounded to the nearest tick. A symmetric triangular distribution is used to ensure that all times are bounded and positive. A symmetric triangular distribution provides a clear peak and a wide range of values.

Table 1: Mean time and standard deviation of the steps used in our model based on treatment sessions at the Paul Scherrer Institute (taken from Fava et al. (2012)). Step 2 occurs in the CT scanning room while steps 4 through 10 take place in the gantry room. Beam delivery time based on manufacturer estimate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment Steps</th>
<th>Mean Time (minutes)</th>
<th>Range of Values [min, max]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Patient enters the facility</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>[0.00]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Imaging</td>
<td>16.83</td>
<td>[8.50, 25.17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Move to gantry room</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>[1.33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Prepare for beam angles</td>
<td>6.67</td>
<td>[4.25, 9.08]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) First beam angle</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>[1.25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Move gantry arm</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>[1.50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Second beam angle</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>[1.25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Move gantry arm</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>[1.50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) Third beam angle</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>[1.25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) Discharge patient and reset gantry room</td>
<td>4.83</td>
<td>[2.83, 6.83]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our simulation runs, a patient is randomly assigned a treatment plan with one, two, or three beam angles. For each patient, we record the amount of time waiting for entry into the imaging room and gantry room, and the amount of time waiting in the gantry room for the cyclotron.

The waiting room is where a patient enters the system at the scheduled arrival time. If all imaging rooms are in use, then a count is recorded of the time a patient spends in the waiting room. Otherwise, the patient passes immediately into an available imaging room. For experiments that include a distribution of
arrival times about a patient’s scheduled appointment time, the wait time only includes time spent in the waiting room after the time of the scheduled appointment.

Each imaging room can service only one patient at a time. The patient undergoes a series of procedures in the imaging room. These procedures are the same for each patient and each room. The amount of time taken for each step of the imaging process is drawn from a triangular distribution and uses the means and standard deviations listed in Table 1. For each imaging room, we record the time spent without a patient and the time spent with a patient waiting to transfer to a gantry room.

Each gantry room can service only one patient at a time. Radiation is delivered to each patient from one, two, or three different beam angles. In addition to the time taken to deliver the radiation from each angle, the gantry arm must be repositioned between each angle. The time spent to rotate the gantry arm and treat a beam angle is fixed at 90 and 75 seconds, respectively, as these are purely automated steps. Treatment steps 4 and 10 are performed in the gantry room and their times are drawn from triangular distributions. For each beam angle, the gantry room must determine if the cyclotron is ready to fire. For each room, we record the time spent empty and the time spent waiting for the cyclotron.

The cyclotron provides protons for the gantry rooms. In addition to the 75 seconds a cyclotron spends treating a beam angle, it must wait an additional 45 seconds before servicing a different gantry room. When several rooms have requests for protons, they are serviced first come, first served. For the cyclotron, we record total time spent idle and time spent with one or more outstanding requests for protons.

All runs of our model have one cyclotron. The number of gantry and imaging rooms varies from run to run. Patients arrive at regular intervals that vary from run to run. Imaging rooms were either dedicated to specific gantry rooms or were fully connected to all gantry rooms as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Configurations with dedicated imaging rooms (top) versus shared imaging rooms (bottom).
3 SIMULATION RESULTS

In order to determine the steady-state throughput, we ran simulations for 250,000 ticks (about 340 hours of simulated operation), where the first 50,000 ticks were treated as a burn-in period. The simulations ran with patients arriving whenever an imaging room became available (this could be thought of as an infinite waiting room scenario). The resulting throughput (expressed in patients per hour) provides an upper bound on throughput for one to seven gantry rooms because there is always a patient ready to enter the gantry room. In Figure 3, we see a 26% increase in throughput by adding a fourth room, another 14% for a fifth room, but only 6% for a sixth room. With six rooms, the cyclotron is idle less than 2% of the time. Therefore, additional rooms can do little to increase throughput and only result in longer patient wait times in the gantry room.

Figure 3: Average patients per hour, excess time in a gantry room (minutes), and percent of time that the cyclotron is idle as a function of the number of gantry rooms for a one cyclotron system. In this system, there is always a patient ready to enter an available gantry room.

The average excess time spent in the gantry room is an aggregate measure. We need to look at the distribution of wait times. From Figure 3, for four gantry rooms, there is an average of 2.46 minutes of excess time spent in the gantry room at maximum capacity. In Figure 4, we see that, under these same conditions, many patients still spend more than three minutes waiting for the cyclotron in the gantry room. As the number of gantry rooms increases, both the mean and variance of wait time increase. The increased variance makes it difficult to bring maximum wait time below three minutes, since the maximum wait time grows faster than average wait time (see Figure 4).

The remaining experiments are performed on 100 days of simulated facility performance. Including daily startup effects is more realistic than using only steady-state behavior. In Table 2, we see that, by decreasing the arrival rate (given by patients per hour), we can reduce the wait times of patients. For example, by increasing the time between patient arrivals in a four gantry room and five imaging room system from 300 seconds (12.00 patients per hour) to 320 seconds (11.25 patients per hour), we reduce the average total wait time by over 55%. In Figure 5, we see that, even when operating below maximum throughput and having an average wait time of 2.72 minutes, 47% of the patients have wait times longer than three minutes in the gantry room.
Figure 4: Percentage of patients experiencing various wait times for 10,000 patients.

Table 2: The average wait time by room for six combinations of arrival rates, gantry rooms, and imaging rooms for 100 simulated days of operation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Rooms</th>
<th>Number of Patients</th>
<th>Time Spent (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Waiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gantry Imaging</td>
<td>Per Hour</td>
<td>Per Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 4</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>157.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 5</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>157.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 5</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 5</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td>168.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 5</td>
<td>13.33</td>
<td>186.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are long wait times in the gantry room; in contrast, 80% of patients spend no time waiting in the waiting room, 56% spend no time waiting in the imaging room, and 1.2% spend no time waiting in the gantry room. The multi-modal nature of the time spent in the gantry room (see Figure 5) is a result of the different treatment plans (one, two, or three beam angles) for patients. We constructed Figure 5 with patients arriving randomly and not taking into account the number of beam angles in the treatment plan. When scheduling patients, it would be important to distribute patients of each type throughout the day, because more beam angles means a longer time in the gantry room on average. For five imaging and gantry rooms, by simply alternating among the three plan types, we reduce the average total wait time by over two minutes and the time spent in the gantry room by 37 seconds. The percent of patients spending more than three minutes in the gantry room falls from 47% to 39%. The multi-modal nature of the distribution has not changed in Figure 6, but the long tail from consecutive three beam plans (which take more time in the gantry room) now falls off much more quickly.
It is important to determine the sensitivity of waiting times to real-world factors such as patient tardiness and absenteeism. Both of these factors play important roles in scheduling outpatient procedures (Liu, Ziya, and Kulkarni 2010). The arrival times for patients not staying at the facility are modeled by a symmetric triangular distribution centered on the patient’s scheduled arrival time and is 18 minutes in either direction. The 18-minute triangular distribution is an approximation of the fitted distribution found in the empirical study by Liu, Ziya, and Kulkarni (2010). Absenteeism rates are set at 5% for patients not staying at the facility. Half of the patients are estimated to stay at the facility and thus would be far less likely to be absent or tardy.

In Figure 7, we see that the distribution of waiting times look very similar. Despite seeing 2.5% fewer patients due to absenteeism, the wait times are longer in each part of the system when patient tardiness is included in the model. There is a 10% increase in waiting time in the gantry room and a 27% increase in the total time spent waiting in the system. To address the problem of patient tardiness, we note that patients staying at the treatment center will have greater flexibility in scheduling their treatment time. Patients not staying at the treatment center could be scheduled first, allowing them to choose times when they would be less likely to arrive late. Given that many patients actually arrive early for their appointments in outpatient settings (Liu, Ziya, and Kulkarni 2010), a queue might be created based on patient arrival time instead of patient appointment time.
Figure 6: Percent of patients experiencing wait times for a system with five gantry rooms and five imaging rooms with an arrival rate of 13.33 patients per hour for 100 simulated days of patients with alternating treatment plans.

Figure 7: Percent of patients experiencing wait times for a system with five gantry rooms and five imaging rooms with an arrival rate of 13.33 patients per hour for 100 simulated days of patients with alternating treatment plans and late arrivals.

4  EXTENSIONS TO OUR MODEL

The time to move between an imaging room and a gantry room is treated the same in our model regardless of which imaging room the patient is moving from and which gantry room the patient is moving to. In remote positioning systems with a single gantry room, the imaging room is directly adjacent to the gan-
try room. In multi-room complexes, the travel time between an imaging room and a gantry room would vary based on location and hallway capacity. This might lead to a more complicated choice of available gantry rooms based on travel times and the time until patients in the system are finished imaging. We need to ensure that patients in transit would not run into one another, as automated systems are single tracked.

As PT is a developing treatment, best practices are still being determined and are occasionally subject to change. Fava et al. (2012) examined the effects of advances, such as faster imaging and setup correction systems and arc techniques (a delivery technique that would reduce the number of beam angles and the total time spent in the gantry room), on the throughput of PT centers. These advances can be modeled by changing the distributions for the time a patient spends in the various stages of the treatment process.

5 CONCLUSIONS

While there are many considerations to take into account when designing the remote positioning system between imaging rooms and gantry rooms, it is important to examine the marginal gain from adding an additional imaging room. The expense of adding a fifth imaging room allowing for an extra 2.1 patients per hour is easier to justify than the sixth room at a marginal increase of 0.8 patients per hour. The complexity of completely connecting all imaging and gantry rooms might not be justified with only a 1% improvement with five imaging rooms and at most a 5% improvement with three imaging rooms.
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